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Abstract 

According to Mclaughlin, 1984 (in Hoffman 1991), code mixing occurs 
within the sentential level and usually involves the use of lexical items. 
It has been found code mixing does not only exist in conversations 
among the language users in Malaysia, but it also exists in business 
advertisements in Malaysian Chinese dailies. In particular, the use of 
Chinese (Mandarin) and English concurrently in these advertisements 
seem rampant. The study hopes to identify the roles of English lexical 
items used in these advertisements as well as to provide more 
information on how the use of English lexical items in Chinese buslIlcss 
advertisement can lure customers A maximum of one hundred 
sentences in Malaysian Chinese advenisements were collected from 
China Press, Oriental Daily, Nanyang Slang Pau and Guang Ming Daily 
from July 2005 to December 2005. The researchers also interviewed five 
individuals from the Chinese advertising industry to identify the roles 
of English lexical items that have been code mixed into the 
advertisements. it has been identified that nouns, verbs and adjectives 
in English were onen more predominantly used in the themes of 
sentences in Chinese business advertisements. Some proper nouns in 
English were not translated into Chinese to preserve the concept and 
to ease understanding. Besides that, English abbreviatIOns such as 
"CO", "VCO", "DVD", "SMS" and "IT' were inserted into the Chinese 
advertisements, making the sentences simpler and easier to understand. 
In addition, English adjectives such as uin", ukick" and "hot" were 
inserted into Chinese advertisements to create a sense of stylishness 
and to exert some sense of modernity, to attract the attention of the 
young generation. Interjections such as "wow" and "yeah" were also 
inserted into Chinese advertisements. This occurrence causes the 

sentences 111 advertisements to have more spoken features and hence, 
more easily acceptable among the readers in general. It was also 
discovered that "No. '" was inserted into the advertisements to increase 
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the slatus of the products and services advertised. At ti mes , the 
extensive usc af"No.!" in Chinese advertisements can also be seen as 
one of the techniques of advertising. 

Introduction 

The process of advertising is a strategic commUnicatIOn meant to benefit 
two parties, the retailers and consumers. Advertisements play a vital role 111 
bus11lcSS as they arc created for the purpose of attracting and to pigue the 
interests of consumers so that they would continue to use and subscribe to 
the products advertIsed. Besides that, advertisements arc also one of the 
many lucrative avenues for the media to generate financial income. 

Of the many strategies advertisers employ to gain consumers' attention, 
It seems obvIOus that language cannot be totally avoided to make these 
advertlSemenLs more entic111g to the audience. As we are aware, language 
vanes accord111g to the users and thc region where it IS used. Factors such 
as ethmclly, culture, socml status, religious bcliefs, age and many more can 
affect and ll1fluence how language is used whether in speakmg or 10 writing. 
As a result, the evolutIOn of any language can occur and impact on Its 
usage. 

Advertising, as part of the business industry, can be said to be unique 
as it bears its own form and structure but undeniably, It is through appropriate 
language use that advertisements also appeal to the readers. Via a particular 
language style or registers, advertISements can also mAucnce the behaviour 
and needs o f  the consumers To ensure that they stand out, most 
advertisements employ particular formats and forms oflanguage thus, they 
do not necessarily conform to the convcntlOns of standard writing 
requirements. The use of language in advertIsements appear to range from 
a contmuum of fonnal, informal, casual to at times, eccentric and this is 
acceptahle m the advertising industry In addition, components of writ11lg 
such as syntax (scntence structure), grammar, morphology and semantlcs 
may also deviate from the nomlS of writ11lg so as to meet the nceds of the 
advertIsements. In that sense, it can be said that advertISements do not 
necessarily have a specific genre as they rail under the category of creative 
wnt11lg targetted at consumers who arc expected to be drawn to the products 
adverllsed or to engage the services advertised. 

MalaYSian researchers such as lunaidah (2004) state that the use of 
language, in some advertisements, can be seell to dIffer from the conventIOns 
of wnting but this is a mere tactIc used by adverllscrs to attract the attention 
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of the community at large. [f close observation is paid to any advertisement, 

it can be seen that the language used in such an advertIsement is seldom 

standard with some evcn cOlltaming words of errors (wrong choice of words), 

incorrect spelling, mappropriate grammar, and this is followed by the variation 

In font, and sizes for the mYrIads of words meant to attract attention. In 

olher instances, colours arc also of importance. In addition, advertisers 

might also resort to employing specific words from other languages (code 
mixlIlg) so as to highlight the products or services advertised. In the context 
of thiS study, it appears that code mixing IS one of the characteristics of 

advertising language found in Chinese business advertisements in Malaysian 
newspapers. [n particular, the use of Chinese (;"Iandarin) and English 
concurrently in these advertisements seem rampant. 

Research Aim 

ThiS study is conducted for the purpose of identifying the phenomenon of 

code mixing 111 busll1ess advertisements which were advertised in Chinese 
dailies distributed widely in Malaysia. The analysiS hopes to identify the 
roles of English lexical items used in the advertisements. The study also 

hopes to proVide more mformation on how the use of English lexical items 
In Chinese business advertisements can promote the products as well as 

lure consumers. 

Research on Code Mixing 

Accordlllg to Mciaughllll, 1984 (in Hoffman 1991), code mixing is a normal 

feature of multilingual speaking societies. The phenomenon tends to appear 
in normal conversatIons of speakers who have access to more than one 

language in their linguistic repertOire. Code mixing, accordlllg to the wTlter, 
occurs wlthm the sentential level and usually mvolves the use of lexical 
items. Muysken (2000) uses the term code mixmg to refer to all cases 

where lexical items and grammatical features from two languages appear 

withm a sentence or utterance. 
To Bokamba (1988), code mlxmg means the use of various lingUIstic 

UnIts such as pronunciation, word, phrase and clauses from two different 
grammar structures in a sentence, whether it IS a simple sentence or a 

compound sentence. As for David (1996), she states that code mixing occurs 
III three levels. (a) at the word level, (b) at the phrase level, and (e) at the 

sentence level. She states that for code mixing to occur, the grammar of 
both languages is somehow mtegrated adequately into a sentence by the 
users (See also Romaine, 1994). 
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In the Malaysian context, the mIxing oflanguages have been described 
as akin to batik (Asmah, 1992) due to the environments that have been 

enriched by the different ethnic groups who are from diverse cultures and 
languages. Asmah (1992) observed code mIxing in Malaysia and she likens 
It to mosaic where the different ethnic groups have the inclination to mix 

words of their native tongue into spoken Malay 
LmgUlstic vibrancy such as this can, whether directly or indirectly, 

influence the speech community at large. In the Malaysian context, the 

education system emphaSIzes the teaching of Malay as the national language. 
In addItion, the learning of mother tongues such as Chinese (Mandarin), 

Chinese dIalects, Tamil, PunJabi, Gujeratl, Malayalam and others are also 

permitted. English, as an international language is seen as an important 
language In Malaysia because of its role in business and education. For 

many, English serves as the medium to acquire more knowledge through 

books and medIa. Currently, the i1nb'1listic situatIOn in MalaYSIa has become 
even more complicated by the mflux of foreign workers from Bangladesh, 

J';cpal, Victnam, Sri Lanka, Myanmar and the Philippmes. However, that is 

beyond the dISCUSSIon of thIS paper. 

MalaYSIans tend to code mix in their daily conversatIOns and this is 
seen as an inevitable situation, Hafriza (2003) has also obscrved that the 
phenomenon of code mixing frequently occurs among Malaysians who arc 

bilingual. They tend to change the code from Malay to English m their 
conversations. ThIS phenomenon also transpires in conversations where 

speakers also incorporate Malay words into their conversatIons whIch are 
predominantly m English. 

Code miXing occurs at all age levels. Research carried out by Kuang 
(2008) has shown that the elderly Chinese like to add In Hokkien words in 
conversatlOns that are carried out in Mandarin and children from the age of 

four to six have been found to use Malay words in conversatlOns that are 

In English (Kuang, David and Zuraidah, 2006) whereas conversations In 
Mandann are code mIxed with English, Malay or Hokkien. Spouses 

frequently SWItch from one language to another (David, Kuang McLcllan 
and Hashim (2009). Researchers like David, Kuang and Zuraidah (2002) 

also found that some professlOnal groups code mix 111 their conversations at 

theIr workplace. 
David and Kuang (2000, 2005, 2007) as well as Kuang and Ng (2008) 

have carried out scveral studICS In code mixing seen in the wnting of memos, 

e-mails, magazines and English newspapers. They noticed that code mixing 
regularly happens at the word stage, and it also encompasses the language 

structure. 
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DavId, Kuang and Qaisera (2008) found that htles like "Datuk", 

"Tuall", "Kadhi" and Islam]c concepts like "Ulamak", "Ramadhan" and 
"zakat" were faJrly common 10 English newspapers in MalaysIa. Kuang 
and Ng (2008) also found that English medical terms like "diet", 

"gynaecology", "hysterectomy" and cosmetic terms like "fashion", "lipstick", 
"skirt" and "blouse" were common in two Malay magazmes in Malaysia. 

Language of Advertising 

As was mentioned before, advertising language is not the same genre used 

In academia, religion, cducatlOn, admmistration, medicine, science and law 
Hence, lexical Items, sentences and the style of the language used to form 

slogans or desclptions do not necessarily conform to the standard variety 

In other words, since the genre of business advertisements is not formal 
and It is a form of creative writmg, code mixing allows the creators to 

incorporate some "dlffercnces" IOta theIr advertisements and the ultimate 
result would appear more unlike the nonn of advertising and any unusualness 

would constItute creatiVIty and it is this that will help to attract attention, the 
mam focus of "selling" 

It would seem that in the Chinese advertising industry, copy writers 

have the freedom to code mix languages, intentionally or unintentionally for 
Chmese advertisements. The concept of incerperating the lexls of another 
language into bUSlOCSS or commercial advertisements in Chinese is not a 

rare pheonomenon because it has been accepted by the majority ofChmese 
users in Malaysia. This IS supported by the lack of readers writing in to 
eomplam about such a "mix" of languages seen 10 advertisements. As a 

matter offact, observations indicate that code mixing is a distinctive feature 

of the genre used m Chmese advertisements in multilingual Malaysia. This 
shows that the advertising genre in advertisements is dissimilar from other 

genres. The following sectlOn discusses the prevalence of the various parts 

of speech seen in Chinese business advertisements. 

Research Methodology 

Data was collected from business advertisements in Chinese dailies and of 

these newspapers dIstributed in Malaysia, the following have been identdied: 

(I) Chilla Press, (2) Oriental Daily, (3) Nanyang Siang Pau, and (4) Guang 
\-ling Daily The approach taken to analyse data was the linguistic approach 

of analYSIS which looks at the elements of English lexical items used 
Simultaneously with the Chmese language in the adverl1sements. The 

advertisements were collected from July 2005 to December 2005 
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DUring the process of data collect.on, five indIviduals from the Chinese 
advertising industry were also intervIewed for the.r input. This is to aid in 
ldcnt.fymg the roles of English lexical items mixed and used In the Malaysian 

Chinese business advertisements. 
A II responses given by the five respondents were recorded and then 

analysed for similanties. The research uses the qualitattve and descriptive 

approach to d.scuss the findings of the research. Tn addition to that, the 

factors that could have led to the code mixing phenomenon In Chinese 

busmess advertisements are also d!Scusssed. 

Findings of Research 

Our data, wh.ch were sourced from Chinese bUSiness advertIsements, were 

treated In terms of sentences as the advertisements had to be formulated in 
such a way so as to make sense to the readers [n total, we had 

accummulated a maximum of 1 00 sentences from the four dailes mentioned. 
Our analysis indicates that English proper nouns were more predominantly 

used m the themes or sentences in these business advert.sements and thIS 

amounted to a total of 44 86%. The next highest part of speech frequently 

used .s the English adjective whIch totalled 1 6.82% followed by Enghsh 

common nouns which make up 1 2.15% and finally, English verbs which 
came up to 9.35%. Further, It was discovered that interjections m English 

such as "wow", In1pcratIves such as "zoom", formulaIc expressions such 

as "bye-bye", collect.ve nouns such as "Jug" and adverbs like "yes" m 
Engl!sh were also mcluded in the Chinese business advertisements. 

However, !l appears that among all these, Enghsh common nouns, adjectives 
and verbs were more frequently used than the others. 

Next, the researchers will discuss the phenomenon of code nllxlng in 

Chinese business advertisements in Malaysia by focusing on the functions 
and roles of the English lex.cal items .dentified In the advertisements. These 
will be categorised m sequence. 

Special Nouns in English 

From the data analys.s conducted, it was found that most of the proper 

nouns m Engllsh are used as the brand names for business products such as 

"Nutriplus", "Beaubelle", "Dutch Lady", "Easy-go" and "Follow Me" 

These proper nouns in English are mallltained and used in Chinese 
commercial advertisements and understandly, to preserve the concept and 
to ease understandmg, for "lSerting the Chmese equivalent may not be 
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possible and even If possible, readers may not know what the name refcrs 

to. 

Examples 

1. Weishenme xuanze iNlltyipills fengleng xian j i? 

Why is Nil/yip/us fresh chicken your choice? 
n. Tiaohe shentl cong Beaubelle kaishi. 

Healthv bodies begin from Beaubelle. 
111. Congmmg haizl gao ren yidengyDlIlch Lady xiaohai gengsheng 

Ylchou. Smart children are "taller" than other children, children 

who dnnk Dutch Lady are more outstanding. 

IV. Easy-go xiaohuajiaosu tIzou naoren de zhifang Digestive enzymes 
Easy-go removes fats that worry you. 

V Follow Me fagao kending rang nin de waibiao geng wanmei. 
Follow Me hair gel makes your face more perfect looking. 

The above proper nouns were not translated in the forms of sounds 
and meanings into Chinese. It appears that these proper nouns were added 

directly IOta the Chinese business advertisements to make an impact. 

IndIrectly, it led to the practice of code mix mg. In addition, some of the 
proper nouns such as "Nutriplus" and "Beaubelle" as shown !11 examples 

(il and (ii) are not straightforward and it may be a challenge to translate 

them into Chmese according to the phonology these words incur because 
the concept would have been lost. 

Thus, this practice of code mixing was seen as ineVitable since the 
proper nouns in the examples above do not have the equivalent meanings in 
Chinese. Likewise, expressions like "Easy-go" and "Follow Me" shown in 

examples (iv) and (v) cannot be translated since (iv) would amount to "rongyi 

qn" and (v) would amount to "genzhe wo", both of which are rather senseless 

and meaningless. Any form of translation would sound awkward, and it 

might cause the readers not to know the original names of the products. 
Besides that, the translated words in Chinese can functIon as a phrase, but 

cannot function as proper nouns for the accepted brand names of the 
commercial products. 

According to the respondents II1terviewed, all business products that 

have brand names 111 English should only be translated into Chinese If the 

products had been brought into the market from China. On the other hand, 

a good number of the products advertised came from the West, with brand 
names in English. Thus, it was explaIned by the respondents that these 
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products should not be translated mto Chinese or Malay when brought into 
the Malaysian market. This is a strategy to ensure that the products use 
their origmal brand names in English. When the proper nouns in English are 
retained m the Chinese advertisements, the phenomenon of code mixlI1g 
also exists. 

English Abbreviations 

Users of language tend to resort to economy when trying to meet their 
commumcatlve goals and the same seems to occur in Chinese advertisments 
where abbreviations are applted. As language users nowadays resort to 
using mimmal effort and tllne to convey their message as much and as fast 
as they can, they also resort to other norms. Therefore, this causes language 
users to use short leXical items and abbreviations 111 spoken or written 
language. Examples are illustrated below 

Examples 

1. Bcn dian zhuanye yu qlche CD changJi, VCD, DVD changjl, weixiu 
Yljl chmjlU llUan xm ji fuwu 
This outlct supplies car CD, VCD and DVD players besides fixing 
and changll1g old audio players. 

11. Qmgqingsongsong SMS, kaikaixinxin kan dlanying! 
Relax wIth SMS and enjoy watchmg your movies! 

lll. Shanyong IT zhihui, yewu 'shiban gongbei' 
Use IT wisely to double up your performance and achievement at 
work. 

Refcmng to the examples in (i) to (Iii), it was found that the 
abbrevlattons used In English comprise "CD", "YCO", "OYO", "SMS" 
and "IT" all of which were added into the themes or descriptions of the 
products in the Malaysian Chinese business advertisements The 
abbreviations that represent the nouns in English are shorter and more 
concise compared to the words which have SImilar meanings in Chinese, 
which are "shiptn gaomi guangpan" (the same meaning as VCO) and 
"shuzihua shipll1 guangpan" (the same meanll1g as OVO) respectively Due 
to such unfamiltarity, it was thus much more convenient to revert to the 
Engltsh abbreviations when advertisll1g 111 the Malaysian Chinese business 
advertisements. 
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The respondents revealed that advertisers have limited space to convey 
their message to the readers through wrIting, hence the use of English 
abbrevlatlOns which comprise only two or three lettcrs are meant to save 
the limited advertising space In the advertisements. 

Readers, on the other hand, are also not willing to spend a long time 
readIng advertisements with long sentences. Hence, the use of English 
abbrevlatlOns In the themes or descriptions of Chinese advertisements enable 
readers to receive the message, which arc sent by the advertisers in a 
shorter perIod. Therefore, the English abbreviations also make sentences 
Simpler, and shorter and the meanings more concise. 

Commonly Used Brand Names and Terms 

Like the above, the insertion of English proper names into Chinese business 
advertisements allow the message of the advertisements to be conveyed to 
the readers With 1 00% accuracy without creating confusion. Some readers 
ofChmese newspapers nllght not know the proper names for the business 
products which have becn translated mto Chinese. Consequently, the msertlOn 
of the proper names in English IS reqUIred. The examples below illustrate 
this. 

Examples 

I. Nin shi qlzhong yi wei Guil/lless ying)ia may 
Are you one of Guilllless Winners? 

II. Xuangou Philips chanpin bing huoqu youren de mlanfei IIpIn 
Purchase a Philips product and obtain an altractive gift. 

ill. Carrefouri chaoji dajianJia, xinxlan texuan 
The great Carrefour sale, all products of your choice are new and 
special. 

IV. ShUl zai feijian de kuaile shiguangJin zai SUI/way Lagooll 
The moments of fun m the water can be enjoyed at Sllllway LaJ(ooll. 

v Ben dian zhuanye yu qiche CD changjl, VCD, DVD chang)i, weixiu 
yiJI chaiJiu huan xinJi fuwu 
This outlet supplies car CD, VCD andDVD players besides fixing 
and changing old audio players. 

Based on examples (i) to (iv), it can be seen that the proper names In 
English consist of"Guinness", "Philips", "Carrefour" and "Sunway Lagoon" 
which, when translated into Chinese carry the names of"Jianhshi", "Feilipu", 
"Jialefu" and "Shuangwei leyuan" respectively However, the translated 
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version IS not used and the proper names In English are maintained and 
added mto the message of the advertisements. 

From the interviews with the respondents, the translated version of 
the proper names were not known and it seems that even if they exist, they 
would have been ommitted by the users of the Chinese language in Malaysia. 
For instance, most of the Chmese language users know the words "Guinness", 
"Philips", "Carre four" and "Sunway Lagoon", but many are unaware of 
the Chinese eqUivalents. Therefore, it IS best to maintam the original words 
used in English In the Chinese bUSiness advertisements. The insertion of 
English words, which are more well known generally, allows the message 
orthe advertisements to be conveyed in a more lucid manner to the readers 
of thc adverlisements. Thls can be deemed as code mixing with a motive. 

Further, it was found that abbreviatIOns in English illustrated in cxample 
(v), have been added into the Chinese business advertisements to make an 
Impact since the abbreviations are more weJl known to the public. According 
to the respondents Interviewed, this also caused the abbreviations such as 

"VCO" dan "OVO" to be more commonly used and thus, readers would 
be more familiar with them compared to the similar meanmg In Chinese, 

"shlpin gaoml guangpan" (synonym to VCO) and "shuzihua shipin guangpan" 
(synonym (0 OVO). 

English Adjectives 

It was found that English adjectives are commonly mcluded into Chinese 
busmess adverlisements. Below are some of the examples. 

Examples 

\. Women yongyou zui ill, zui X111, zui hao de lingsheng he caizhao!! 
We have the most in, latest, best ring tones and colourful pictures!! 

u. Zhl kick zhi top qifa ni de pinwei 
Most kick and most top beer to suit your taste. 

111. Zui /tot de shouji lingsheng, caJzhao xiazai zhuanqu!!!! 
The most /tot test mobile phone ring tones and colourful pictures 
can be downloaded here !!!! 

The three examples above show the use of words which were used 
as adjectives in the context. We would like to emphasize here that the 
function of "kick" in example (ii) has changed from verb to adjective. 
Accordmg to the respondents, the English adjectives such as "in", "kick" 
and "hot" were used after the superlative, [most] to make an impact on the 
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readers. The adjectives were deliberately inserted into the Chmese business 
advertlscments in examples (i) to (iii) to create a sense of stylishness and 
to exert some sense of modernity It appears that the English adjectives 
could only be associated with products like mobile phones nng tones, pictures 
and beer, and to some extcnt, they were meant to appeal to the taste and 
mlerest of the young generatIOn who would opt for the latest trend and are 
thus more inclined towards the western culture. 

Hence, western words would be more appropriate m this context. 
According to the respondents Interviewed, "111" m example (i) sounds more 
stylish and trendy Ifcompared to the word in Chmese, "rushi" (synonym to 
"in"). The adjective "hot" 111 example (iIi) also sounds more stylish compared 
to the adjective in Chinese, which is "rem en" (synonym to "hot"). It was 
deduced that such "in" words would also influence the young generation to 
subscribe or use the products and services advertised. 

The advertisers believe that the insertion of English adjectives was 
mevitable as It was a strategy m advertising to attract the interest and 
at tentIOn of readers, particularly the youths m Malaysia. In addition, according 
to the industry respondents, English adjectives that are different from lexical 
items m Chmese m each of the sample sentences are more outstanding and 
a ttention grahbll1g. The contrast shows the features of the products 
advertised. 

Commonly Used Terms in Conyersations 

[(uang and Ng (2008) mention that code mixing exists In wntten Malay 
articles 111 Malaysian magazines. They found that the insertion of another 
language mto wnting has become a habit or a norm among those article 
wnters. 

In MalaYSia, language users who are able to master and use more 
than one language or dialect are more prone to mix words from other 
languages into conversatIOns, whether formally or informally For example, 
conversatIOns among MalaYSian Chinese, Malay or Indian speakers tend to 
contain English tenns such as "cafe", "ring tones", "sms" and "yes" Further, 
MalaYSians have been observed to more frequently use the expression 
"bye" or "bye-bye" in order to end their conversations or to take leave. 
Thus, It IS not uncommon to have such practices creeping into written text. 
In other words, English words are becoming a par! of spoken Chmese 
among the Malaysian users of Chinese language and this, It appears have 
also emerged in Chinese business advertisements. Examples below are 
illustrated below 
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Examples 

I. Huanlc shiguangjin zai Cafe 
Moments of happiness can be enjoyed at Cafe. 

n. Shasha yi zu zui xin ringtone 
The lastest ring/olle of "Sha Sha" can be downloaded here. 

Ill. Jingcai juelun snrs, ni de shouji ye shuo yes! 
Great SillS that capture the heart, your mobile phone would also say 
yes! 

IV. You Ie ta, nllljlll keyi gen zhichuang shuo bye-bye Ie. 
I f you have It, you can say bye-bye to your piles. 

Based on the examples given, it can be seen that Enghsh terms which 
are commonly used In today's situation have crept Into Chinese bUSiness 
advertisements. Nevertheless, they arc composed of common nouns, verbs, 
adverbs and fonnulalc expressions. The findings from this study seem to 
support tillS claim as examples (i) to (iv) show the use of "cafe", "nngtone", 
"sms", and "bye-bye" Aceordmg to the respondents intervlewed, Chinese 
advertisements that con tam more commonly used terms in conversatIOns 
sound more natural, compared to the advertisements that use appropnate 
written language features. Usually, these advertisements are easier to be 
accepted by Malaysl3n readers. 

Features of Spoken Interjections 

It was also found that a Enghsh Interjections have been IlIserted into the 
Chinese husiness advertisements 

Examples 

I. Wow youhUl ! 
Wow, great sales! 

n. l"'ah ! Malaixlya gouwu jlanianhua daJl3nJla huilai Ie! 
Yeah! The Great Malayslan Carmval Sales arc back! 

The insertion of interJections m English mto the sentences comprise 
"wow" and "yeah" Examples (I) and (Ii) serve to attract the readers' 
attentIOn qUite obviously as besides serving as interjections, they are 
also powerful In that they attract allentlOn, melting a sense of excitement 
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and chcerfulness. In this context, it can be said that the insertion of 
English interjections which are more commonly used III spoken language 
had enablcd the Chinese business advertisements to seem more natural 

According to the respondents interviewed, advertisements that 
conta1l1 spoken features are more easily accepted by readers 111 general, 
than compared to advertisements that use appropriate written language 
features. Other than that, the sentences in the advertisements with 
spoken feature are more Inspiring, unlike the dull and lackluster versions 
of written language. Therefore, the use of English Interjections is one 
of the strategies used by Chinese advertisers 

PECULIAR BUT EMPOWERING FEATURES LIKE "NO.1" 

In some instances, It appears that what exists III Chinese as an empowering 
feature of discourse may be translated mto English to serve a certam function 
111 advcrtlsmg. In the following examples, the Chinese term, "dlyi" which 
means "number one" or "foremost" has been interpreted as "No.1" which 
consists of an abbreviation and a figure. Undeniably, such a feature is less 
commonly used by English users but in this contcxt, the feature scrved the 
advertising mdustry well for It enabled the IIldustry to sell Its product. 

Examples 

I. Zhenzheng No. I de pinpal 
Brand that IS truly No.1 

u. No.1 de Malaixlya duo gongneng dayinji. 
The No. I copy machine with multi functions III Malaysia. 

It!. Shljle No. I de MGT kongql weltaming ji. 
The No. I air filter in the world with MGT vitamins. 

IV. "USA Melguo" No.1 tlzhong guan!i jihua cheng fen !! 
The No.1 product in the USA With features of weight control! I 

Based on examples (i) to (iv) above, it could be deduced that the 
feature, "No.I"ls often mixed III Malaysian Chinese business advertisements 
as a way of demonstratll1g "dl-yi" or m other words, the best. The latter or 
Chmese version IS not employed because there IS no excitement in the 
expression but when this IS used as "No. I ", the entire express lOll seems to 
come alive. 
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The respondents in the mterview believed that "No.1" IS short, conCIse 
and easy to pronounce. Further, they also contend that the feature is 
outstandmg besides serving as a symbol that is utihsed by many to show 
that a partICular product or item is specIal, branded and thc best. These 
factors resulted in copy writers becoming more inclined towards code mixing, 
hence the ocurrence of the "No I "  feature in Chinese business 
advertisements. It can be said the Insertion of "No.1 " mto the advcrtlsements 
is to increase the status of the product advertised. It has also become one 
of the fonnats of wrIting advertisements that is accepted by many The 
extcnsive use of "No.1" in Chinese advertisements has created the 
phenomenon of code mlxmg, which can also be seen as one of the techniques 
of advertIsing. 

Conclusion 

Based on the data and the analysIs, It can be concluded that code mixing In 
Chinese bus mess advertisements is a common characteristic m ChInese 
dailIcs. In additIOn, beSIdes using English as a strategy to sell their products 
or services, it appears that not all features of the EnglIsh language can be 
found. In the context of thIS study, It was found that Chinese advertisers 
tend to engage In the use of English nouns whIch may be specific proper 
nouns as well as common nouns, adjectives, verbs, abbreviatIOns and also 
Interjections. Further, the study also Identified that English words that are 
prevalent among the current generation in today's technology world have 
also influenced the pattern of ChInese advertising. 

For Instance, commonly used abbreviations like "CD", "VCD", 
"[)V[)", "SInS" and "IT" are relevantly common in the data. They minInIlse 
the space used m the advertIsements, and also allow the readers to receIve 
the mcssage from the advertIsements in a shorter time frame. 

We also dIscovered the adjectIves In English like "in", "kick" and "hot", 
whICh sound youthful and modern are Inserted Into the sentences In the 
ChInese advertisements In MalaysIa. They help the sentences in the 
advertIsements to be more stylish. In addition, accordmg to the industry 
respondents, EnglIsh adjectives that are dIfferent from lexical items in 
Chinese in each of the sample sentence are more outstandmg and attention 
grabbmg. 

Further, Chinese advertisements that contain more commonly used 
EnglIsh lexical Items 111 conversations sound more natural. Usually, these 
advertisements are easier to be accepted by MalaysIan readers. 
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InterJections In English such as "wow" and "yeah" that are mixcd into 
the sentences In Chinese advcrtiscments cause the sentences in the 
advertisements to be more attractive and "energetic" It may also attract 
thc attentIOn of the readers. 

The use of "No.1" in Chinese busincss advcrtisements intends to 
,"crease the status of the product or the services offered. SImultaneously, 
thIs form of code mixing has become one of the "formats" to write 
advertisements, and thIs style of writing has becn acccpted by many 

Malaysia IS a country with many different races, and many Chinese 
advertisers and readers of Chinese advertisements arc able to master, 
understand, and use more than one language, including English. As a result 
orthe mulllraclal Influence, and to some extent, the influence ofthe westem 
medta or exposure, the phenomenon of code mixing is quite common in 
Malaysian advertisements including Chinese business advertisements. From 
thc analysIs of data in this study, it seems qUIte obvious that English lexical 
Items are commonly used by Malaysian Chinese advertISers to promote 
their products. We conclude that as the language usc for advertisements 
can range from formal to casual and from serious to eccentric, the practice 
code mIxing i s  a type of creativity whIch the advertising trade allows and 
permits. 
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